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Abstract

Feature selection is a crucial step in the development of a system for identify-
ing emotions in speech. Recently, the interaction between features generated
from the same audio source was rarely considered, which may produce redun-
dant features and increase the computational costs. To solve this problem,
feature selection method based on correlation analysis and Fisher is pro-
posed, which can remove the redundant features that have close correlations
with each other. To improve the recognition performance of the feature sub-
set after proposal feature selection further, an emotion recognition method
based on extreme learning machine (ELM) decision tree is proposed accord-
ing to the confusion degree among different basic emotions. A framework
of speech emotion recognition is proposed and the classification experiments
based on proposed classification method by using Chinese speech database
from institute of automation of Chinese academy of sciences (CASIA) are per-
formed. And the experimental results show that the proposal achieved 89.6%
recognition rate on average. By proposal, it would be fast and efficient to
discriminate emotional states of different speakers from speech, and it would
make it possible to realize the interaction between speaker-independent and
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computer/robot in the future.

Keywords: Speech emotion recognition, Feature selection, Correlation
analysis, Decision tree, Extreme learning machine

1. Introduction

To understand and convey each other’s intentions in a natural way, human-
computer interaction (HCI) has been paid more attentions in recent years [1].
The primary problem that the HCI faces is how to master the ability of iden-
tifying emotional information accurately, which is similar to the emotional
intelligence capability in human-robot interaction [2]. As a fast and easy-
understand way for communication, speech signal was considered to identify
emotions [3]. It is believed that speech conveys not only syntactic and se-
mantic contents of the linguistic sentences but also the emotional states of
humans [4]. Thus, human emotion recognition using speech signal is feasible,
which mainly studies on how to identify the emotional or physical states of
humans from his/her voice automatically [5].

In speech emotion recognition, one of the central research issues is how
to select an optimal feature set from speech signals [6]. Most of the previous
works on speech emotion recognition have been devoted on the analysis of
speech prosodic features and spectral information [7]. And some novel fea-
ture parameters are used for speech emotion recognition, such as the Fourier
parameters [8]. Although there are many acoustic parameters have been
proven to contain emotional information, little success has been achieved
in realizing such a set of features that performs consistently over different
conditions [9]. Thus, most researchers prefer to use mixing feature set that
is composed of many kinds of features containing more emotional informa-
tion [10]. However, using mixing feature set may give rise to high dimension
and redundancy of speech features, thereby it makes the learning process
complicated for most machine learning algorithms and increases the likeli-
hood of overfitting. Therefore, feature selection is indispensible to reduce the
dimensions redundancy of features.

Speech Emotion Recognition (SER) can be regarded as a static or dy-
namic classification problem, which makes SER a superb test bed for investi-
gating and adopting various deep learning architectures [11, 12]. However, for
the application of speech emotion recognition technology, most of them are
based on the application environment of small-scale and small sample. Deep
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learning that consumes a large number of tagged data isn’t fully applicable in
speech emotion recognition. Thus, the study of speech emotion recognition
based on machine learning algorithm still occupies a very important position
[3, 4, 13]. And Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM), Hidden Markov Models
(HMM), and several other one-level standard techniques have been explored
for the classifier [14]. Satisfactory results are obtained by standard classi-
fiers, however their performance improvements are usually limited. Fusion,
combination, and ensemble of classifiers could represent a new step towards
better emotion recognition systems [15].

In last ten years, some works using a combination of standard methods
have been presented. Two classification methods (i.e., stacked generalization
and unweighted vote) are applied to emotion recognition of six emotional
classes in [16],by which the classification performance is improved modestly
compared to the traditional method. A two-stage classifier for five emotions is
proposed in [17], in which a support vector machine (SVM) is used to classify
five emotions into two groups, after that, HMMs are used to classify emotions
within each group. In [18], Bayesian logistic regression and SVM classifiers in
a binary decision tree are used. A binary multi-stage classifier guided by the
dimensional emotion model is proposed in [19]. A true comparison among
the results of the previously mentioned methods is very difficult because they
have used different corpus, training/test partitions, etc. [20]-[22].

Although the mentioned methods above are useful for recognizing specific
emotions, there is no sufficiently effective method to describe complicated
emotional states and the current speech emotion recognition technology is
still immature in people’s real life, because of two main reasons. The one
reason is that the redundance of speech emotion information leads to the
fall of final recognition rate and the long training time of sample data, and
the data processing of many speech information slows down the real-time
feedback of the designed system. Another reason is that the general efficiency
of the algorithms based on speaker-independent features which can be applied
to speech emotion recognition is not high and it also affects the practicability
of speech emotion recognition technology.

In view of the above analysis, a framework of speech emotion recognition
is proposed to reduce the influence of individual differences and enhance the
practicability of speech emotion recognition. Firstly, a relative appropriate
speech emotional feature set with speaker-independent characteristics and
rich emotional information is selected based on previous studies, and then the
feature selection method based on correlation analysis and Fisher criterion
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is proposed to reduce the feature redundancy. Finally, ELM decision tree
based on the confusion degree of basic emotion is presented for the selected
representative speech emotional feature set. Based on the above presented
methods, a framework of speech emotion recognition from feature extracting
to emotion classification is proposed.

A series of contrast experiments are performed to verify the effectiveness
of the proposed method on CASIA Chinese speech database. The experi-
ments of ELM decision tree and support vector machine (SVM) decision tree
are carried out, respectively using the speech emotional feature set without
feature selection. In contrast, the same experiments are carried out respec-
tively using the speech emotional feature set after feature selection based
on correlation analysis and Fisher criterion. In addition, comparison ex-
periments between the proposal and two kinds of traditional classification
methods (i.e., k-nearest neighbours (KNN) and BP neural network) are per-
formed using the feature set after feature selection.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Framework of speech emo-
tion recognition is proposed in Section 2. Analysis and extraction of speech
emotional features are presented in Section 3. Feature selection of speech
emotional features is given in Section 4. The binary classification method
based on ELM decision tree is introduced in Section 5. Experimental results
and analysis are given in Section 6.

2. Framework of speech emotion recognition

Speech emotion recognition mainly consists of three processes, i.e., feature
extraction, feature selection, and emotion classification. To improve the accu-
racy, a framework of speech emotion recognition is proposed in this paper as
shown in Fig. 1. Firstly, initially feature set including speaker-independent
features and speaker-dependent features is obtained after feature exaction.
Secondly, the extracted features are compared by correlation analysis and
optimal feature subset is obtained after feature selection. Finally, speech
emotion is classified into several categories using the selected features.

To make it more clear, we introduce each process in Fig. 1 respectively. In
the feature extraction, the mixing feature set including speaker-independent
features (i.e., emotional features such as average change rate of fundamen-
tal frequency that could eliminate the impact of individual differences) and
speaker-dependent features (i.e., emotional features such as rhythm charac-
teristics that are easily influenced by the speaker’s personal characteristics) is
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ELM decision tree
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Emotion 
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Figure 1: Flowchart of speech emotion recognition.

obtained from preprocessed speech signal samples. In the feature selection,
correlation analysis and Fisher criterion are used to gain the lower redun-
dancy features and reduce the dimension of selected feature set, in which
correlation analysis method consists of Distance analysis, Partial correlation
analysis, and Bivariate correlation analysis. In the emotion classification, a
decision tree is constructed for speech emotion recognition by comparing the
value of confusion degree among six kinds of basic emotions (i.e., neutral,
angry, surprise, happy, fear, and sadness), in which ELM is adopted as the
binary classifier.

3. Analysis and extraction of speech emotional feature

In present studies, most of the speech emotion recognition can only be
trained for specific people of a certain emotion database, thus there are prob-
lems that the speech emotion recognition system does not have strong gen-
erality and the emotion recognition accuracy of the speaker who is not in-
cluded in the training emotion database is greatly reduced. Therefore, how
to eliminate the individual difference in speech is the key step to improve the
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recognition rate of speech emotion recognition and the universality of speech
emotion recognition system.

3.1. Speaker-dependent features

It is generally believed that the emotional features such as rhythm char-
acteristics are easily influenced by the speaker’s personal characteristics and
data distribution of feature set will change greatly for different speakers with
similar emotional states. And these features are summarized as speaker-
dependent features of the speech, which usually contain rich personal emo-
tional information [3], as shown in Table 1, including fundamental frequency,
short-time energy, MFCC coefficient, spectral energy dynamic coefficients,
etc. These emotional features contain vast quantities of emotional informa-
tion, and they reflect personal speech characteristics of the speaker. Even in
the same emotional state, the speed and the volume of different speaker may
have great difference.

Table 1: Speaker-dependent features.

Speaker-dependent
Specific characteristics

features

Prosodic features

Fundamental Fundamental frequency;

frequency Fundamental frequency maximum;

characteristic Four bit value of fundamental frequency

Energy related
Short-time maximum amplitude;

features
Short-time average energy;

Short-time average amplitude

Time length
Short-time average cross zero ratio;

correlation
Speed of speech

characteristic

Quality Breath sound; Brightness; Throat sound; The maximum value and

characteristics the average value of the first, two and three formant frequencies

Spectrum 12 order MFCC coefficients; Spectral energy dynamic coefficients

characteristics of 12 equally spaced frequency bands

3.2. Speaker-independent features

In order to suppress the individual characteristics of different people and
eliminate the differences in the numerical values of individualized speech
emotion characteristics, the change rate is introduced to reflect the changes in
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the process of speaking. Derivative is adopted to obtain speaker-independent
speech emotional feature [3]. In [21], the researchers determine speaker-
independent speech emotional feature that includes the average change rate
of fundamental frequency, the change rate of short-time energy frequency, and
so on. According to the characteristics of these features, the main speaker-
independent features are summarized in Table 2, which contain a certain
amount of emotional information.

Table 2: Speaker-independent features.

Speaker-independent
Specific characteristics

features

Prosodic features

Fundamental Average change rate of fundamental frequency;

frequency Fundamental frequency standard deviation;

characteristic Four bit point frequency change rate

Energy related The average rate of short-time energy and

features Short-time energy amplitude

Time length

Partial time ratiocorrelation

characteristic

Quality
The average variation and standard deviation of the first, second

characteristics
and third formant frequency ratio; Each sub-point value of the

first, second and third formant frequency change rate

Spectrum First order difference MFCC coefficient;

characteristics Second order difference MFCC coefficient

The reason of speaker-independent features is in its infancy is its emo-
tional information isn’t as rich as speaker-dependent features. The final con-
tribution of the recognition rate is less than the speaker-dependent features,
but the recognition effect is better than the speaker-dependent features under
the condition that the speaker is change. Taking the fact that the contri-
bution on the recognition rate of speaker-independent features is relatively
small into account, this paper extracted speaker-independent features and
part of speaker-dependent features for the follow-up research.

4. Feature selection of speech emotional features

If the performance of a feature is overall evaluated in advance based on a
metric, it will be very valuable for the selection of subsequent feature. The
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most significant part of the feature evaluation is the correlation analysis be-
tween the feature or feature subsets, and the common evaluation method is
to use the relevancy as an evaluation criterion to select a feature or feature
subset [23]. In this paper, the feature selection contains correlation analy-
sis for speech emotion recognition and feature dimension reduction based on
Fisher criterion. The speech emotional features with stronger ability of sig-
nifying emotion are preliminarily selected through distance-analysis, partial-
correlation analysis, and binary correlation analysis, after that, the Fisher
criterion is used for dimension reduction of emotional features.

4.1. Correlation analysis process

Firstly, Euclidean distance analysis is carried out in the correlation anal-
ysis, by which the features are divided into several clusters. Then, the partial
correlation analysis of each feature in the group are carried out. After the re-
sults of the reflection of each feature in the group are obtained, the Spearman
rank correlation analysis of the similar emotion is respectively carried out for
the similar features to obtain the specific correlation analysis results, thus
the representative speech emotion characteristics are selected. The whole
analysis model is shown in Fig. 2.

Partial 

correlation

Representative 

features

Group A

Spearman 

rank 

correlation

Euclidean 

distance

Partial 

correlation

Partial 

correlation

Partial 

correlation

Spearman 

rank 

correlation

Spearman 

rank 

correlation

Spearman 

rank 

correlation

Group B

Group C

Group D

All selected 

features

Figure 2: Correlation analysis for speech emotion recognition.

According to the results of the correlation analysis, the redundant speech
emotional features are discarded, and the representative speech emotional
features that reflects emotion obviously are input into the following feature
selection algorithm to reduce the computational complexity.
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4.1.1. Distance analysis

Emotional state is characterized by several speech emotional features,
but it is difficult to use so many features at the same time to recognize the
individual emotions. Thus, we need to know what kinds of features have
a greater impact on the emotions, and control these features. First of all,
all feature variables are classified to determine which variables are relatively
close, and then assign these similar characteristics into a group according
to the distance analysis. In this paper, owing to the equal interval and no
similar features of speech emotion, the Euclidean distance [23] is used for
distance analysis. Euclidean distance represents the true distance Q between
two points in the n dimensional space.

Q =
√

(x1 − y1)2 + (x2 − y2)2 + · · ·+ (xn − yn)2

=

√√√√
n∑

i=1

(xi − yi)2, (1)

where xn, yn are points in the n dimensional space. And the features with
the closest proximity are obtained as the similar features.

4.1.2. Partial correlation analysis

In fact, many emotional features reflect the same characteristics of a class
of emotional states. And there may be mutual restraint or mutually rein-
forcing relationship between features, which make it difficult to determine
the influence of speech features on the emotional state. Therefore the fea-
tures that may affect other features should be removed or controlled before
correlation analysis between the features and emotions.

Analysis of above process refers to the Partial correlation analysis [24] that
is known as a net correlation analysis, which is the process of analyzing linear
correlation between two variables under the control of other variables affected
by the condition of linear. When the number of the control variables is zero,
the partial correlation coefficient is the correlation coefficient. Assuming that
there is a group of independent variable {X1, X2, ..., Xn}, i, j = 1, 2, ..., n,
Partial correlation coefficient calculated as follows. Firstly, the correlation
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matrix of simple Partial correlation coefficient pij is calculated as

R = (ρi∗j)n∗n =




ρ11 ρ12 ... ρ1n
ρ21 ρ22 ... ρ2n
...

...
. . .

...
ρn1 ρn2 ... ρnn


 . (2)

Then inverse matrix of R is calculated as

R−1 = (λi∗j)n∗n =




λ11 λ12 ... λ1n
λ21 λ22 ... λ2n
...

...
. . .

...
λn1 λn2 ... λnn


 . (3)

At last, Partial correlation coefficient of Xi and Yj is calculated as

γij =
−λij√
λiiλjj

. (4)

Partial correlation coefficient represents two variables interdependence when
other elements exist in the model.

4.1.3. Bivariate correlation analysis

To calculate the correlation coefficient between the two variables, Pear-
son product-moment correlation coefficient [25], Spearman rank correlation
[26], and Kendall coefficient of concordance [27, 28] could be used. How-
ever, speech emotion features that are extracted from the sub-frame speech
signal in each interval are completely rank discrete variables, for which the
Spearman rank correlation method is employed in this paper.

Spearman rank correlation coefficient is an index that measures the sta-
tistical correlation between two variables, and it is used to evaluate the re-
lationship between two variables under monotonic function. In the absence
of duplicate data, if a variable is strictly monotonic function of another vari-
able, the Spearman rank correlation coefficient between the two variables is
+1 or -1, called variable completely Spearman correlation. Assuming that
initial data has been arranged in order from large to small, recording xi, yj
are data’s location after arrangement, xi, yj are rank of variables X and Y ,
thus dij = xi − yj are rank difference of xi , yj.
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If there is no same rank, it can be calculated by

ρS = 1− 6
∑
dij

2

n(n2 − 1)
. (5)

If there is same rank, then it is needed to calculate the linearly dependent
coefficient as

ρS =

∑n
i=1(Xi −X)(Yi − Y )√∑n

i=1 (Xi −X)
2
√∑n

i=1 (Yi − Y )
2
. (6)

Spearman rank correlation coefficient is often referred to non-parametric
correlation coefficient. At first, as long as the X and Y have a monotonous
or non-linear function, then X and Y are completely Spearman correlation,
which is different from Pearson correlations that are entirely related only
when two variables have a linear relationship. Second, Spearman rank cor-
relation coefficient is to obtain an accurate distribution of samples between
X and Y without knowing the joint probability density function of them.

4.2. Speech emotional feature dimension reduction based on Fisher criterion

When using the statistical methods for pattern recognition, there are
always many issues involved the data dimension, the method that can work
in low-dimensional space is difficult to be applied into the high-dimensional
space. And the method of solving low-dimensional issue is generally low
computational complexity, efficient, and convenient [29]. After obtaining the
representative features through correlation analysis, these extracted data sets
represented by a set of high-dimensional speech features are used to train
and test pattern classifiers. The well-known curse of dimensionality often
emerges, thus removing irrelevant features, as an important preprocessing
step to a classifier, is needed [30].

The traditional linear dimensionality reduction methods including prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA) and Fisher criterion have been successfully
used for reducing the dimensionality of emotional speech features [31]. As one
of the linear dimensionality reduction mentions, Fisher criterion, overcomes
the problems that PCA is not able to extract the discriminant embedded
information from high-dimensional emotional features. Four groups of com-
parative experiments including Fisher + SVM, PCA + SVM, Fisher + ANN,
PCA + ANN were realized and the experimental results proved that Fisher is
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better than PCA for dimension reduction [32]. According to above compari-
son, Fisher criterion is employed for dimension reduction of speech emotional
features in this paper.

4.2.1. Fisher criterion

To obtain the each characteristic components ability of distinguishing
emotions, the Fisher rate of each characteristic component is calculated.
Then we compare the values of ratios to select the optimal features. Fisher
criterion function [33]-[35] is represented as

λFisher =
σbetween

σwithin

, (7)

where λFisher is the Fisher rate of feature components, σbetween represents
variance between class of feature components, in other words, different pho-
netic features of the mean variance. σwithin represents variance inside features
component, that is, the mean of the same speech characteristics within the
same component of the variance. σbetween, σwithin are calculated by Eq. (8)
and Eq. (9).

σbetween =
M∑

i=1

(mk
(i) −mk)

2
, (8)

where i is the symbol of specific class. M is the number of feature class.
k represents the dimensions of feature, and also represents the k class for
emotion. mk

(i) represents the mean of all samples of the i class feature and
k dimension. mk represents all the mean of all samples of the k dimension.

σwithin =
M∑

i=1

1

ni

ni∑

j=1,c∈wi

(ck
(ij) −mk

(i))
2
, (9)

where ni represents the sample number of the i class, j represents the symbol
of samples, wi represents the sample gather of i class, ck

(ij)represents the k
dimensional value of the i class feature of j sample.

4.2.2. Procedure of Fisher criterion

The procedure of Fisher criterion is designed according to Fisher criterion
and the specification of feature class.

Step 1: Input the feature class S to criterion arithmetic;
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Step 2: Calculate the Fisher rate of each dimension according to Fisher
criterion arithmetic;

Step 3: Calculate the sum of Fisher rate class λFisher;
Step 4: Order the feature of S according to Fisher from large to small,

and select the sequence of S to T according to the sequenced order until
λFisher <

1
ni
SUM , n is the number of S element;

Step 5: Acquire the feature class T after selection.

5. Speech emotion recognition based on ELM decision tree

5.1. Extreme learning machine

Extreme learning machine(ELM) is a single-hidden layer feedforward Neu-
ral Network which is improved from the gradient algorithm [36, 37]. Com-
pared with other gradient learning algorithms, there is no need for ELM to
refresh parameters in Neural Network by repeated iteration, and it is only
required to initialize connection weights between the input layer and output
layer randomly before training the data, as well as the bias parameters in the
hidden layer [38]. After setting the number of neurons in the hidden layer,
unique optimal solution can be obtained. This kind of learning algorithm
can reduce the data processing time and improve the learning speed. Fig.
3 shows the single-hidden layer feed forward Neural Network which is com-
posed of the sequential connection of input layer, hidden layer, and output
layer.

Decision

Function

M

M
M

M

M

1
y

q
y

m
y

β

ŷ

l hidden neurons m output nodesn  input nodes

m

i
Y R∈n

i
X R∈

1
x

n
x

Classification result

( ),w b 1
h

p
h

l
h

M

s
x

Figure 3: Single-hidden layer feed forward neural network.

In the structure of ELM, there are N random samples (Xi, ti), where
Xi = [x1i, x2i, · · · , xni]T ∈ Rn, ti = [t1i, t2i, · · · , tqi, · · · , tmi]

T ∈ Rm. A single

13
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hidden layer Neural Network with L hidden nodes can be expressed as

L∑

i=1

βig(Wi·Xj + bi) = oj, j = 1, · · · , N, (10)

wherein, g(x) is the activation function of hidden neuron, Wi = [wi,1, wi,2, · · · , wi,n]T

is the input weight, and βi is the output weight, bi is the ith neuron’s bias in
hidden layer. The target of single-hidden feedforward Neural Network is to
minimize the error between actual output and desired output, which can be
expressed as

N∑

j=1

‖oj − tj‖ = 0. (11)

Namely, there are proper βi, Wi, bi which can satisfy the Eq. (11). This
formula can be represented as

Hβ = T, (12)

where H is the output matrix of hidden layer, β is the output weight, and
T is the expected output. To train the single hidden Neural Network, the
proper ŵj, b̂j, β̂j need to be found, which is equal to solve the minimal cost
function as

E =

Q∑

i=1

[
l∑

j=1

βiG(wj ·Xi + bj)− Ti
]2

. (13)

In the ELM algorithm, once the input weight Wi and the bias of the
hidden layer bi are randomly determined, the output matrix of the hidden
layer H is uniquely determined. The training of ELM can be transformed
into solving a linear system in Eq. (12).

The above single ELM is a universal classifier which can realize both
classification and regression. In field of classification, ELM is sufficient for
binary classification and multi-classification. It does not need iterative learn-
ing which can enhance the learning speed greatly. ELM algorithm can be
defined as following steps.

Step 1: Give the training set ψ = (xi, ti)|xi inRn, ti ∈ Rm, i = 1, · · · ,N,
activation function G(x), the number of hidden neuron L;

Step 2: Randomly assign value of input weight wi and the bias bi;
Step 3: Calculate the hidden layer output matrix H;
Step 4: Calculate the output weight β: β=H†T, where the H†is Moore-

Penrose generalized inverse of hidden output matrices H.

14
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5.2. Classification method of speech emotion recognition

SVM and ELM algorithm are originally designed for the classification of
the two values [39], it’s vital to construct a suitable multi-class classifier for
multi-class recognition problem of speech emotion classification. In this pa-
per, ”one to many” method is adopted, which is based on the binary decision
tree hierarchical speech emotion recognition method. This method is based
on the confusion degree between a class of emotions and other categories of
emotions. The confusion degree between the two groups is

DL1,L2 =

i=m∑
i=1

j=n∑
j=1

Dij

mn
, (14)

where Dij represents the existing emotional marked group, DL1,L2 represents
the average value of the confusion degree between two groups. The smaller
confusion degree between two groups is, the greater difference between the
emotion groups is, which means that it’s easier to distinguish. Conversely
the larger confusion degree represents opposite case.

In the decision tree, when the emotion category of the upper node is
selected, the confusion degree among the rest of the emotional state will
change. Thus, we need to calculate the confusion degree between the emotion
and the remaining emotional state at each level of the decision tree. And
according to the method in [40, 41], we can get the confusion degree between
different emotions in the decision tree, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Confusion degree among basic emotions in each level of decision tree.

Layer

Emotion
HappySadnessSurpriseAngry Fear Neutral

First layer 1.462 1.734 2.23 2.578 2.96 3.723

Second layer 1.541 2.178 2.781 3.522 4.231

Third layer 2.934 3.843 4.765 5.589

Fourth layer 3.693 8.421 8.423

Fifth layer 10.8 10.8

According to the confusion degree between emotional categories, a deci-
sion tree based on binary classifiers can be obtained. The decision tree is
constructed according to the confusion degree between an emotional state
and the rest of the emotional states. In order to reduce the cumulative loss
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of the decision tree, the emotion with small confusion degree is placed on
higher node of the binary tree to identify and the emotion with large con-
fusion degree is placed on the lower nodes of the decision tree, as shown in
Fig. 4, in which ’happy’, ’sadness’, ’surprise’, ’angry’, ’fear’ and ’neutral’ are
identified sequentially according to the confusion degree between each basic
emotion in each level of decision tree.

Angry, Surprise, Happy, Fear, Sadness , Neutral

Classifier 1

Classifier 2

Classifier 3

Classifier 4

Classifier 5

Surprise, Angry, Fear, Sadness, Neutral

Angry, Fear, Surprise, Neutral

Fear, Angry, Neutral

Fear, Neutral

Happy

Sadness

Surprise

Fear Neutral

Angry

Figure 4: Binary decision tree.

In this paper, a binary classification method based on ELM decision tree
is proposed to realize speech emotion recognition, and the experiment of SVM
decision tree classification is performed as well to compare with ELM decision
tree. How to choose the activation functions and the optimal parameters for
ELM and SVM are critical. Since the ELM in the decision tree is used as
a binary classifier, the sigmoid function is selected as activation function.
In addition, the neurons number of hidden layer in ELM is determined by
comparing the experimental results of multi-groups ELM classification with
different number of neurons.

Radial basis function (RBF) is a kernel function that only needs to deter-
mine a kernel parameter. Therefore, the Gaussian kernel function that is the
most commonly used RBF is adopted for the SVM classifier in this paper.
The parameters in SVM including penalty parameters c and kernel functions
parameters g, are optimized by the cross validation method in the LIBSVM
toolbox[42].

6. Experimental results and discussion

In this paper, the general process of the speech emotion recognition in-
cluding the following steps. First of all, the development tools of Praat
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phonetic software and MATLAB R2012b are used to realize the extraction of
speech emotional features, in which the speaker-independent features and the
speaker-dependent features are extracted separately. Then, these extracted
emotional data are analyzed by correlation analysis to get rid of the redun-
dant information, and the Fisher criterion is adopted to realize the finally
feature selection of the representative speech emotional feature using SPSS
22.0 statistical software. Finally, the recognition algorithm based on ELM
decision tree is used for realize speech emotion recognition, which is realized
by Microsoft Visual Studio 10.0 program and Matlab R2012b program. The
experiments are carried out on the computer of the 32-bit windows7 system,
and CPU is the dual-core Intel CORE i5, clocked is 2.4 GHz, and running
memory is 3.16 G.

In the early stages of the experiments, feature extraction and feature se-
lection are carried out based on the proposed method, respectively. And the
optimized parameters in both SVM and ELM are obtained by trial and error
using the speech subset consists of 240 emotional speech randomly selected
from CASIA. In the classification experiment, six groups of classification
experiments using the speech emotional feature set are performed. The ex-
periments of ELM decision tree and SVM decision tree are carried out using
the speech emotional feature set without feature selection, respectively. In
contrast, the same experiments are performed using the speech emotional
feature set after feature selection based on correlation analysis and Fisher
criterion, respectively. In addition, comparison experiments between the pro-
posal and two kinds of traditional classification methods (i.e., KNN and BP
neural network) are carried out using the feature set after feature selection.

6.1. Speech database

CASIA Chinese emotion corpus recorded by the Institute of Automation
[43], Chinese Academy of Sciences, is recorded by four people (i.e., two men
and two women) in a clean recording environment (SNR is about 35 dB),
deducting 300 basic emotional short utterances, adopting 16 kHz sampling,
16 bit quantified. It contains Mandarin utterances of five basic emotions (i.e.,
surprise, happy, sad, angry, and fear) and neutral.

In the experiment, the training samples are randomly selected from the
CASIA Chinese emotion database, in which there are 10 samples of each
speaker with each emotion, i.e., 360 samples of emotional speech in total.
For the test samples, each speakers speech samples are used as a test set
(i.e., four test sets in total), and there are 20 samples of each speaker with
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each emotion, i.e., each test set includes 120 samples of emotional speech in
total.

6.2. Experiment using feature set without feature selection

After the pre-processing of the speech signals, the speech emotional fea-
ture set in the test training sample are extracted, in which the feature set con-
sists of selected speaker-independent speech emotional features and a small
amount of speaker-dependent speech emotional features under consideration
of emotion information of speaker-independent features is sufficient. And
the selection result is shown in Table 4, in which the emotional feature set
without feature selection is consisted of 34 kinds of speech emotion features
in total.

Table 4: Emotional feature set without feature selection.

Feature type Statistical characteristics
Characteristic

Total
number

Fundamental
Fundamental frequency; Fundamental frequency

5

34

frequency
maximum; Fundamental frequency variation range;

class
Fundamental frequency change rate; Fundamental

frequency standard deviation

Energy class

Short-time average energy; Short-time average

4amplitude; The average change rate of short-time

energy and short-time energy

Time length Short-time average zero crossing rate; Silent part time
2

class and sound partial time ratio

Resonance

The maximum and mean value of the first, two and

15
peak class

third formant frequencies; The average frequency and

the standard deviation of the first, second and

formant frequency

Spectrum 1-6 order MFCC coefficients; First, Second order
8

class differential MFCC coefficients

For these features, the speech emotional feature data are extracted from
the test samples to compose the set of feature vectors, then these set are
respectively input into the ELM decision tree and SVM decision tree to
realize the classification experiment. The time of accomplish speech emotion
recognition and the accuracy of the two groups of experiment are shown in
Table 5, in which the recognition time is the time from the input of the
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selected feature vector set to the output of the result. As shown in Table 5,
when using the feature set without feature selection, the average recognition
accuracy of ELM decision tree is up to 88.251%, which is about 1.2% higher
than SVM decision tree. And recognition time of ELM decision tree is about
1.2 s less than SVM decision.

Table 5: Experimental results of ELM decision tree and SVM decision tree using feature
set without feature selection.

Group

ELM decision tree SVM decision tree

Average Average Average Average

recognition raterecognition timerecognition raterecognition time

(%) (s) (%) (s)

Wang(M) 88.251 1.232 87.634 2.478

Liu(W) 87.112 1.248 84.879 2.62

Zhao(M) 86.892 1.237 85.113 2.593

Zhao(W) 86.793 1.251 83.745 2.947

6.3. Experiment using feature set after correlation analysis and Fisher crite-
rion

In this experiment, the speech emotional feature data is extracted from
the test samples that are firstly divided into two feature groups that contain
the speaker-independent features and the speaker-dependent features. And
after that, correlation analysis are carried out respectively. Then, the corre-
sponding feature set in each feature group through the correlation analysis
are consist of a new representative speech emotional feature set with lower
output redundancy.

For the two feature group through correlation analysis that contain the
speaker-independent samples and the speaker-dependent samples, the Fisher
criterion is used to select the speech emotional features respectively, after
that, the emotional feature set after feature selection is consisted. The fea-
ture selection results are shown in Table 6, in which the feature set after
correlation analysis and Fisher criterion consists of 20 kinds of speech emo-
tional features that contain fundamental frequency class, energy class, time
length class, resonance peak class, and spectrum class. The category in this
feature set is reduced by 14 compare with the initially speech emotional fea-
ture set. Similarly, the classification experiments of ELM decision tree and
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Table 6: Emotional feature set after feature selection.

Feature type Statistical characteristics
Characteristic

Total
number

Fundamental
Fundamental frequency; Fundamental frequency

3

20

frequency
range; Average change rate of fundamental frequency

class

Energy class

Short-time average energy; Short-time average

4amplitude; Short-time energy, Short-time energy

average amplitude change rate

Time length Short-time average zero crossing rate; Silent
2

class part time and sound partial time ratio

Resonance
The mean value and dynamic range of the first and

6
peak class

third formant frequencies; The average change

rate in the first and third formant frequencies

Spectrum 1-4 order MFCC coefficients; First order differential
5

class MFCC coefficients

SVM decision tree using emotional feature set after feature selection are re-
spectively performed, the time of accomplishing speech emotion recognition
and the accuracy of the results are shown in Table 7.

Table 7: Experimental results of ELM decision tree and SVM decision tree using feature
set after feature selection.

Group

ELM decision tree SVM decision tree

Average Average Average Average

recognition raterecognition timerecognition raterecognition time

(%) (s) (%) (s)

Wang(M) 90.431 1.647 87.733 3.021

Liu(W) 89.217 1.652 88.972 3.104

Zhao(M) 89.86 1.639 86.539 2.987

Zhao(W) 88.893 1.657 85.548 3.11

As shown in Table 7, when using the feature set after feature selection,
the average recognition accuracy of ELM decision tree is up to 90.431%,
which is about 2.7% higher than SVM decision tree. And recognition time
of ELM decision tree is about 1.3 s less than SVM decision. In the same
time, the results have some difference compare with the result in Table 5
owing to adopt the feature set after feature selection. And the experiments
of two kinds of traditional classification methods (i.e., KNN and BP neural
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network) are performed using the feature set after feature selection, and the
experimental results are shown in Table 8, in which classification accuracy of
ELM decision tree is about 2.4% higher than other classification algorithms.

Table 8: Experimental results of different classification method using feature set after
feature selection.

Classification Average

method Recognition Rate(%)

ELM decision tree 89.6

SVM decision tree 87.2

BPNN 82.3

KNN 80.7

6.4. Comparative analysis of experimental results

In the flowing contrastive figures, “ELM” represents the classification ex-
periment of ELM decision tree using the feature set without feature selection,
“SVM” represents the classification experiment of SVM decision tree using
feature set without feature selection, “C-ELM” represents the classification
experiment of ELM decision tree using feature set after the feature selection,
“C-SVM” represents the classification experiment of SVM decision tree using
feature set after the feature selection. The data of average recognition rate
of the above experiment results in the Table 5 and the Table 7 are plotted
as shown in Fig. 5, from which the superiority of ELM decision tree from
the comparison of the experiments respectively adopted different recognition
algorithm (i.e., ELM decision tree and SVM decision tree) and same feature
set are clearly illustrated.

According to the comparative results based on the different feature set
whether the correlation analysis and the Fisher criterion are adopted, the
recognition rate of the experiments using the feature set after feature selec-
tion is relatively lower. This is mainly because the extracted speech feature
set in this paper is not enough, the feature vector dimension that finally input
recognition algorithm is insufficient after the feature selection based on corre-
lation analysis and Fisher criterion, which affects the final recognition accu-
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Figure 5: Comparison of average recognition rate of four groups of experiments.

racy. Another reason is that the emotion information of speaker-independent
speech emotion features is insufficient.

The data of average recognition time of the above experiment results
in Table 5 and Table 7 are plotted as shown in Fig. 6, from which the
superiority of ELM decision tree in recognition speed from the comparison of
the experiments adopted different recognition algorithm (i.e., ELM decision
tree and SVM decision tree) and same feature set are clearly illustrated.
According to the comparative results based on decision tree adopted different
binary classifiers, the ELM is more suitable for the decision tree algorithm
based on the confusion degree between emotional categories.

Figure 6: Comparison of average recognition time of four groups of experiments.

Similarly, according to the comparative results based on the different
feature set, the recognition time of the experiments using feature set after
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feature selection consist of correlation analysis and Fisher criterion is rela-
tively lower, by which the utility of the feature selection based on correlation
analysis and the Fisher criterion is fully verified. This is because mainly be-
cause the feature selection of initially selected speech emotion features based
on correlation analysis and Fisher criterion reduces information redundancy
of the relative emotional features, and the number of the selected features
is reduced, so that the operation time of the recognition algorithm can be
shortened effectively, by which the validity of the feature selection is demon-
strated.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, a framework of speech emotion recognition from feature
extraction to emotion classification was proposed according to the fact that
speech emotion recognition is difficult to be applied in human-computer in-
teraction, in which the feature selection method based on correlation analysis
and Fisher criterion, and the ELM decision tree recognition method based
on confusion degree among basic emotions were proposed. And the validity
of the proposal was verified through a series of contrast experiments respec-
tively, which contained four groups of experiment under different experimen-
tal condition. The ELM is more suitable for the decision tree algorithm
through the experimental comparison of recognition rate or recognition time
under different experimental condition. And the utility of the feature selec-
tion based on correlation analysis and the Fisher criterion was fully verified
through the experimental comparison of recognition rate under different emo-
tional feature set.

In future research, some aspects of the experiment would be improved.
Firstly, some novel speech emotional features that contain sufficient emo-
tional information such as Teager energy operator feature [44] would be ex-
tracted. In addition, other feature extraction methods, e.g., deep learning
[45], would be adopted in our future research. Secondly, we will be study-
ing on feature selection based on evolutionary computation, by which the
information of emotional labels in feature set can be fully utilized. Thirdly,
different speech databases could be taken into account to verify the practi-
cability of the proposed method.

On account of the practicability excellent results that the proposed ap-
proach achieved, the proposal could be applied into human-robot interaction,
internet teaching system, virtual reality environment etc., and the proposed
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method in this paper would be used in the multi-modal emotion recognition
system that is developed in [46].
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